Buteyko Educator Training - Overview
1. First meeting to discuss the training programme &
a) Give patient screening advice
b) Start Buteyko training for practitioner
c) Give practitioner training manual and all necessary literature and stationary to start student
training.
2. 121 Buteyko training of practitioner plus commencement of study and work on assignments.
Practitioner begins gathering first group of students for training after screening. (5 per course)
3. Second meeting with practitioner for further training followed by joint supervision and training
of first student group of five.
4. Monitoring & support of students for one week before second meeting. (Joint training)
5. Second session of training of practitioner followed by part two training session of students.
(Joint training)
6. Continued practitioner studying and completion of assignments. Setting up of second group
of students for training. (Another five)
7. Start of the second student course, distant support from trainer.
8. Completion of all assignments and continued student training to gain BBEC membership as
a trained Buteyko Educator.
Approximate timescales:
1. Half a day with practitioner (4 hours)
2. One to two weeks distant training using internet/phone/text messaging. (7 hours)
Up to 30 minutes per day for practitioner doing exercises & communicating with trainer.
3. Full day, half with the practitioner for training and half with the practitioner for joint
training of students. (8 hours)
4. Up to 30 minutes per day (3 hours)
5. Second full day with practitioner for further training and joint training of students on their
second session. (8 hours)
6. Study time and assignment work up to one hour per day (7 hours)
7. Skype/telephone support up to (2 hours)
8. Up to 10 hours to study & complete assignments (10 hours)
Note:
Time screening patients and training students after stage 6 is not included in the above as this
represents normal practice time running the Buteyko business.
Income from students may be estimated as follows: Part One £75, Part Two £75
Continuing monitoring and support after part two will depend on the progress made by each
student and although we recommend everyone to take six months (£150) full support, many will
need less. We base our income estimates on an average of three months (£75).
Thus income per student may vary from £225 to over £300. Each course of five students will
generate between £1000 and £1500, it should be possible to run two courses per month
alongside your normal practice work and thereby generate an additional £2,000 to £3,000
income per month.
Course Fee £1500 (May vary depending on travel/support required)
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